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Restaurant story appliances 2018

Restaurant Story Constructible Appliance Guide by moratorroHow EASY APPLIANCES WORK:First of all I want to say that I wrote this guide only from personal tests I did last days. So there may be some errors, or TeamLava could do an upgrade so that they change the rules of the game
(as it actually happened with the last update on June 10...) Ok, let's take a look at simple appliances and how they work. First of all, they are lightweight because they only need a faucet to start cooking, and a faucet to serve it on the sinks. In other words they just cut down bottling time, but
not the cooking time: it's still the same. You have to buy one of them (stove, oven or grill), and it will cost 10,000 coins. For example, you can buy a simple stove:Once you got it you have to place it in a free space, like a regular appliance, and what you get will be a box of spare parts
inside:With double faucet this window will pop up: You can see that it needs 20 parts to complete. You can free ask for these parts to your neighbors, or you can buy them with beads: each part will cost 2 beads, so it comes to a total of 40 beads. If you got parts from neighbors before buying
the simple appliance, you will already find them inside, just like the color above. If you tap Ask Friends, you'll get the next window: You can tick your neighbors to request parts from them (I deleted names from the picture), and then tap Send. You can ask only a portion to each neighbor
once a day. When your neighbors accept your request all the parts will go straight into the box. But if your neighbors will gift you with parts, by pressing the Gift button, you will get them in the News feed list, just like the other food gifts. So you have to accept them, like you do with food.
Once you've got all the needed parts this is the window you're finally going to see (this is for an oven): So all you need is to press Build it! button and that's it! Here you are brand new lightweight appliance! Now I'll point out to you some things I learned by performing some tests of myself.–
Food gifts and gifts sharing are separate (except I'll explain later).– You can receive a maximum of 20 parts a day.- If you send some to a neighbor of yours (by pressing the accept button) you can't send him other parts until the next day. But after all he can send to you only some request
that day.– Some requests coming from your neigbors will show up in the News Feed list. You just need to click Accept and parts will be sent to them.– When you get some from your neighbors (not your request, but a real gift like food) you need to press Accept, just like food, and it will pop
up that: You can find it by going to My Gifts from the main menu. This IS NOT TRUE: in My gift list you will find only gift food, while parts will go straight in the box you are building.– I'm sure of this: some gifting and part cravings are completely free, neither beads.– If you do not build a
lightweight appliance and you receive gift parts, you can accept these parts will wait somewhere until you will actually get a simple device, and you will find them already inside the box. I said before that food gifts and sharing gifts are separate This is true only for parts actually requested
from neighbors. Let's make an example. Your friend Groupmagma (!) builds a light oven and he sends a request for a Gear. You click accept and a change will be sent to him and it will go straight into his light oven. This part will not interfere with your normal gifting for that day. As a matter
of fact, you can still gift him by pressing the Gift button, and you can choose to gift him with another part (Instead of food): this second part will show up in his Gift list along with other food gifts Groupmagma received that day. That way, you can gift two parts to your neighbors every day,
even if it's a bit tricky... I hope this post can help you. If you have other information or news about simple appliances feel free to add a post here so everyone can read it. Just add news you actually tested yourself, not just things like Parts gifting's gem decreases! (this is definitely not true).
Thanks to all my amazing neighbors for their support and their parts and food gifting! Enjoy! Edit: some additional pieces of information. 1. When trying to buy any of the appliances (including the beverage machine), it helps to tap on the upper part, away from the hammer. 2. After placing it,
it is best to tap the very lower part of the box to access it. 3. When you try to access the carton after purchase, you may need to move it or the items around it to access. If you don't want it sitting by itself all the time, simply move it, access to check how many parts or send requests out, then
place it back where you want it. 4. Head hats and exp are exactly the same as regular appliances, though they can appear different when you are tapping.misukume please enough to give this chart And also this chart, with the Holiday Appliances And Now with Valentines Appliances Add
levels as appliances unlock: Start – 2 Level 5 – 3 Level 10 – 4 Level 14 – 5 Level 19 – 6 Level 23 – 7 Level 28 – 8 Level 32 – 9 Level 1 37 - 10 level 41 - 11 level 46 - 12 level 50 - 13 level 55 - 14 level 59 - 15 level 64 - 16 level 68 - 17 level 73 - 18 Cookie message. From 24 May 2018. This
Cookie Notice describes how Storm8, Inc. And its affiliates (collectively, Companies, us, us or ours) collect and process information about you on the Company's websites (Corporate Websites) through the use of cookies. Please note that the Help/FAQ section outside the main menu of the
game answers a number of frequently asked questions. Here you will find some additional questions answered. Can I transfer my game to another device? Yes. A step-by-step guide on how to do it can be found. Note that this method will result in your Storm8 games are transferred,
although they can be transferred back by the same same I'm changing my Storm8 ID? Yes. To do so, e-support@teamlava.com gives your current Storm8 ID, at least three different names you want as your new Storm8 ID, and an appropriate reason for the change. Can I restart my game
from scratch? No. Currently, the only way to start over is via a new account, which can only be done through another device. When will the game be restored for a new day? At midnight Pacific Standard Time (PST). To convert this for your time zone, you can go. What is the maximum
number of appliance slots? There is no limit, even if you can only unlock 18 appliance seats without spending gems. The 18th appliance is unlocked at level 73.After this point you can choose to add extra slots for 49 beads each. At what levels does new device slots unlock? To start the
game you get 2 slots. Then the number of seats increases in increments of four, then five and repeats. So in full:SlotnumberLevelunlocked681873How do I build constructible appliances? Press the box with parts that appear after purchasing the appliance, and you will see a window
containing the requirements for building the appliance. Tap Ask friends to request parts from neighbors, or use beads instead (note that the number of gems shown is for some – not buying up to the required number of parts). Any parts that you have already included automatically in the bill.
What recipes are available on each device? There are too many to list here, but feel free to visit the excellent one which has a full list of recipes, both past and present. What parts are required for each art-incubating device? Again, there are too many appliances to list them all here, but
have a superb table with all the details for past and present appliances. What is an Easy device? These are improved versions of Basic Ovens, Stoves and Grills. The improvement is that they do not require any tapping to prepare food before cooking, and only a tap to serve after cooking.
What is a Forever device? These are improved versions of Basic Ovens, Stoves and Grills. The improvement is that food cooked on them is never spoiled. What is a Sonic device? These are improved versions of Basic Ovens, Stoves and Grills.The improvement is that food takes 20% less
time to cook. For example, a 1 day recipe will take only 17 hours, 36 minutes to cook (remember that 1 day recipe normally takes 22 hours to cook). What does it mean to master a recipe? This involves cooking a recipe repeatedly to fill up the meter along the bottom of the dish in the recipe
book. The number of times a dish must be cooked to master at each level and the rewards to do so are as follows:MasteryLevelNumberof DishesReward182,000 coins and 20 XP2231 pearl and 50 XP3434,000 coins and 100 XP4831 bead and 200 XPHow do I unlock Apple Cider on Drinks
Machine? You can't. This recipe was part of the Christmas meal in 2011, and if you don't unlock it by in them at that time, then you can never unlock it. The same goes for other case goals such as Holiday Ham, and also many recipes that have been removed completely such as Pumpkin



Porridge and Christmas Pear Torte.How do I move the door? There must always be a door placed in your restaurant, so to move it you need to buy another door for 10 beads in the wall decorations tab. Then place it wherever you want and store the other door. How do I remove wallpapers
and floor tiles that I had previously purchased? Unfortunately, you can't. You can only place different wallpaper or floor tiles over the existing ones, which will result in the originals being transferred to storage. What are the boxes in the last tab? This is a lottery. For 24 gems you will get a
lucky dip in the box and will be given an item at random. But some items are more common than others. I strongly urge you to take a look at the contents of the boxes before parting with some gems by visiting. If I have enough coins or gems, can I skip an expansion and move straight to the
next? No. You must apply each expansion in order. How do I get the flowers needed to complete the Floral Bouquet in the Collectibles section? Each of the flowers appears when you buy wallpapers and wall decorations. But they are very rare going forward. I can only suggestbuy a lot of
wallpapers and watches! Why are there no more targets? Targets are released only occasionally, and not according to any time frame. Their release is usually related to the time of year (e.g. Christmas, Valentine's Day, Summer). If any are currently active, they will be listed on the right side
of this page. Why do some of my neighbors' requests appear only to me 2 days after they were made? This depends on your neighbor. Players can only make 20 gift requests per day, so if they do more, then those that are not accepted are first transferred to the next day. If they make more
than 40 requests, those who haven't responded are carried over to a third day, and so on. How do I use pictures in messages for neighbors? To do this, you need to download a program outwith Restaurant Story (or TeamLava). The most widely used app for this is called Emoji and can be
found (UK App Store). I see your explanation for gifting. Does food apply to the 20 threshold? I'm told by my neighbors that my gifts are full and they don't go through. But I get presents for food all the time. I decline the food gifts in the hope that the slot (of the 20 threshold) will be reopened.
But I still hear from them saying that it still wont go through? What gives on this? If the food is not affected by the 20 threshold then I will continue to accept it. It seems that I have turned away good gifts for nothing?? Thanks again! Arc Rise Fantasia is a product of old and new, combining
wonderful graphics with modern gameplay while bringing classic Japanese high fantasy role-playing action involving blimps and dragons, exclusively to the platform. Players will jump into the shoes of L'Arc, a calm and composed mercenary, aiming to defend Empire from an impending
invasion invasion ferocious creatures. About Genre RPG Rating Rated 'T' for Drug Reference, Fantasy Violence, Mild Suggestive Themes, Simulated Gambling Summary From Image Epoch, the team that created the strategy RPG Luminous Arc, comesan epic RPG exclusively developed
for the Wii. Arc rise fantasia rum. For some insight! I have a technical question you may know the answer to; I've transferred someone else's Storm8 game from one iPad to another before, so I understand that process, but I'm currently playing RS on my iPad and I own an android phone. I
currently have RS installed on my phone with another Storm8 account, and I see that I can log on to my android phone as my iPad ID name to play my main game on my phone. But it uses the word transfer - do you want to transfer all your Storm8 games to this device? My question is that if
I log on to my phone, that will allow me to continue playing on my iPad, and therefore play the same account on both iPad and android phone? I'm hesitant to try because I really don't want to mess up anything. Can you give some advice? From my experience you can definitely play
simultaneously on two Apple devices (although it has to be careful with syncing) but I'm not too clued up on Android so can't offer any insight there. I wasn't actually sure that Android had the in-game transfer option at all! Obviously simultaneous play between Apple and Android devices can
spark questions when there is a separate, later release for Android that we saw this past week. My best advice is to contact TeamLava via support@teamlava.com.Do share any answer!:). To keep you updated on this issue; I did go ahead and log on to my Android phone. And for interest i
will let you know how it went; As you mentioned, there are some sync issues. The worst of these is when you have them both open at the same time, or go from one to the other with not much of a time break in between (I guess this is pretty much the same with two iOS devices as well).
Thanks for the update. I've had serious sync problems with other games (not TeamLava) in the past when not leaving much time between plays on different devices, so am well used to taking care on this front. Farm frenzy 2 walkthrough product street 7.Sometimes forcing to close the app
when you're done playing (not sure if this is possible on Android) can help prevent synchronization issues. The past case pop-ups are something I've read off on the TL Forum but had no idea what they were. Now everything makes sense - it's an Android problem only. And a very annoying
one of the sounds of it. I think TL has been informed of this, but aren't sure they consider it a problem.;) As for the extra gems, were they for games you had already downloaded (and thus got bonus gems earlier) or for new ones? I ask for when you transfer over, all your TeamLava go with
you, which is why I have not had such a gap.:). The following is specific for Android users. When downloading a special edition of a TeamLava game (at least with the games) the content specific to that release is effectively transferred to your account. You can then use any edition of the
game and make the content there. If you're on iOS then things are a little more complicated. But there hasn't been a new release on iOS for a long time (the Christmas version released this week is a glitch – it's actually just an update to the regular release, not a new app).:). Can you please
help? I've had a lot of technical problems with restaurant history lately,and I've emailed teamlava 3 times.when I was at level 34 I went in appliances and it took 49 gems to me,as I didn't need another stove.oven.grill.etc.because im doing chili challenge.im almost at level 37 now as I know I
can get another device,I don't know what to do as theu hasn't come back to me.just a general email saying it's experiencing high volume of emails.it's been 6days.late them 3emails.do you have another suggestion? I have HSD other issues but it's a com anf coin I vsn earn back.i had to buy
these gems, so yes I have a question with it. Email TeamLava is the only way to try to make up for the lost gems, although they don't tend to be too generous with refunds for accidental gem buys. I hope you made a point to indicate that you bought gems with real money – you never know
but this can tip the balance! And I've read of players getting gems back when it's the first time they've accidentally spent gems, so theirs is a bit of hope. In the end, all you have to do is wait. Sometimes TeamLava can be quite slow with their responses to emails, so just keep going there and
they should respond eventually.:). I have two questions to ask about boxes/chest.1) Will I get a new item every time I open a particular box? Or is it possible that the same item can be repeated?2) I see that some items are outside the box for fewer gems. Like the picnic box, for example.
The picnic basket is available for 15 beads. So the same item can be opened in the box even if I buy it outside the box right? I'm sorry if you've been asked the same questions already but it would be great if you could help. I expect support to get back to you eventually, but there is a
possible process that you can implement in the meantime. I don't know if your sister has an account on the Storm8 Forum, but if she does, you can use her email to send a password reset request via this link:not then it looks like you have to sit tight! You can always try to send a memo to
KookyPanda over on the forum (she's forum moderator) and she might be able to speed up your ticket. Otherwise just be patient!:). Thanks! To have 10 million coins is very nice! At the end of the day, the expansions are the really expensive buy in the game, so I wouldn't worry about the
cost of other items such as counters. They can only make a dent in a 10 million budget. I would really look at doing 1 coin expansion given your your Balance. I can't be sure, but I think the next one after that is 2.5 million? I'd probably go for that too! As long as you see something like 2-3
million coins in reserve, you should be covered for all eventualities (e.g. An expensive update or target set).:). I'm sorry about this long and confusing. I started playing RS a couple of years back. I was level 70. I played it and bakery story and fashion history on the iPad and my android
phone. Then one day. I logged on to my phone and restaurant history had started right at the beginning. But it was good on my iPad. So I just kept playing it on it, and uninstalled it from my phone. Since 2 days ago, the iPad is updated. And I found that was also back in the beginning. It is
clear from what I can find on range of groups etc, I never opened it on Facebook before the update. So I may have lost everything I was level 70 something and had spent real money on it. It didn't seem to matter what I did.I couldn't get it back. So I just installed it on my phone. It's another
one again. Right back at the beginning, so I can't get my original restaurant back, or the new iPad version back. Bakery story and fashion history is perfectly fine and dandy on both devices. Can you help? S8 has not responded to my messages:( or e-mail messages:(. You are not alone with
this problem, and the most important thing to note is that your game has not been lost - your progress is saved on Storm8 servers. It's just a matter of finding a way to get it back. The first port of call is Game Center.Try logout of it (go to Settings Game Center). Then make sure the game
has been power closed (double point the home button and scroll rs away), log back into game center. If you are lucky your original game will be waiting for you. If this doesn't work, try playing the fresh level 1 game. I actually went through a very similar situation with BS2 earlier this week,
and when I leveled up to level 2 the game updated and uploaded my original account. So definitely give it a go. If that fails, there's not much more I can say. Usually I suggest that players get in touch with the Storm8 support team, but you've already done that and like you I've had limited
success in the past in even getting an answer out of them. This bug is a real mess and seems to have affected a lot of players big time. Hope you get it sorted one way or another!:). Until the account transfer feature was added to the game (it has since been removed) setting a password
was only necessary to access Storm8 Forum.So chances are that your husband's account has not disappeared into nothingness due to the lack of a password! When it comes to getting it back, is his phone running iOS? If so, it's possible he could sign in via Game Center if he had linked his
game up with it. Otherwise, you better just continue to get in touch with Storm8 – they are not the best at responding so just keep to them and hopefully they will offer some support.:). A Sonic Grill will reduce the cooktime of recipe recipes by two hours. Personally, I don't see this as very
useful – if you wouldn't buy an entire bank of Sonic Grills then you won't get the full effect of the shorter cooking time. I'm not sure what size your restaurant is, but expanding with gems is really something good about players doing. But I would recommend waiting until you reach some of the
later expansions where the cost in coins in astronomical – for example, my next expansion is 26x29 and requires 22.5 million coins! At the end of the day, it really is your choice. Personally, I just spend my gems on interior design that expands with coins will always be an option, although
the sums needed can be daunting!:). Have you put a Storm8 ID and password in your old account? If so your progress will have been saved to Storm8' server then surely will still be there. These days, at least on iOS, your account is linked to Game Center, so if you use the same Apple ID
as before you can access your game as long as you're signed in to Game Center. A Storm8 ID may not even be necessary for this. If you have any problems it would be best to submit a support form to Storm8 on you get your old game back!:). back!:).
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